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Helwig, Brown Victorious
Rick Helwig and Ashley Brown,
both University Party candidates,
were elected student body president and vice president, respect-

Ively, In Wednesday's all* campus
elections.
Helwig easily defeated T. David
Evans, an Independent candidate,
by a 2,516 to 1,096 margin. Brown
had more trouble, edging out J eff
Wltjas of the Campus Interest
Party (CIP) 1,675 to 1,610. Jim
Logan, an Independent, polled 325
votes for the office.
Barb Sperry (CIP) defeated
Nancy Kennedy (UP) 1,872 to 1,683
for student body secretary, and
Lee McClelland (UP) defeated Les
Stern, an Independent, 2,175 to
1,345, for student body treasurer,
Ed Sewell (CIP), Tom Prout
(CIP), and E. B. Rice (UP) were
elected president of their classes.
Sewell beat out Mel Browning
(UP) /57 to 154 for Senior Class
President. Prout with 448 votes,
defeated Max Stamper (Ind.) and
Pat DIPlacldo (UP), who polled
358 and 287 votes, respectively,
for Junior Class president.
For Sophomore Class president.
Rice received 614 votes, Don
Schutte (CIP) polled 465, and Bob
Christiansen (Ind.) got 303.
Steve Meyer (CIP) defeated John
Raggs (UP) 581 to 316 for senior
vice president, Alan Bam (CIP)
defeated Vanda Tagamets (UP) 512
to 376 for senior treasurer, and
Becky Sykes (CIP) beat Bonnie
Kaps (UP) 519 to 375 for senior
secretary.
Senior Student Council representatives elected were AIM organ
(UP), 448 votes, Fran Peskor(UP),
379. and Tom Blaha (UP). 371.

Ashley Brown

Other candidates for the office
were David Bruck(CIP), 368 votes,
Greg Gardner (CIP), 290, Dave
George (Ind.), 235, Stephen Arshanc (CIP), 198, and Tom Shelly,

Doctoral Degree
Here Is Accredited
The University's doctoral degree program In educational administration has received preliminary accreditation from the
North Central Association of Colleges and secondary Schools,
President William T. Jerome in,
has announced.
The program, to be Initiated
next September, was approved
earlier by the Ohio Board of Regents.
The Association's endorsement
of the program climaxed more
than six years of planning and
Increased Bowling Green's accredited doctoral programs to
four. Other departments with doctoral programs are English,
speech and psychology.
The North Central Association
Is the regional agency for the review of university programs. To
be accredited, programs must
meet rigid standards for faculty,
curriculum and physlcalfaclllties.
Bowling Green's new $4-5 million library and $1.8 million education building, to be completed
early in 1968, were Important
factors In galnlngN.C.A. approval,
according to Dr. Theodore J. Jenson, dean of the College of Education.
N.C.A. also requires evidence of
adequate financial support, faculty participation in policy making
and good faculty- administration
relationships.
Dean Jens on said the newly accredited program was shaped to
produce ''competent, dynamic and
creative educational administrators."
Subject competency alone Is no
longer enough, he said. "The na-

tional trend toward larger, more
complex education units demands
a new type of specialized educational leader," Dean Jenson stated,
"and our program provides the
opportunity to specialize In a variety of areas."
Bowling Green already offers
a Specialist in Education degree.
The University's Ed-S. degree program In mathematics supervision,
which received N.C.A. endorsement In 1962, was the first to be
offered In the United States.
Dr. Jenson cited the advice of
Dr. Wilson Thlede of the University of Wisconsin and Dr.
Howard Jones, dean of the College of Education at the University of Iowa, as "especially helpful In working out the doctoral
program's details." Many Bowling Green administrators and faculty members also aided In developing the program, he said.
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(Ind.), 139.
Keith Mabee (UP) was elected
Junior Class vice president. Mabee
received 404 votes and his opponents, Ken Mack (Ind.), John
Pomeroy (CIH) and Charles Jackson (Ind.), received 291, 275 and
110 votes, respectively.
In the contest for junior treasurer, Sarah Ross (UP) defeated
Jim Severs (Ind.) and Ted Arneault (CIP). Miss Ross drew 447
votes to 232 for Severs and 397
for A rneault. Elaine Schwarzenberg (CIP) was elected Junior secretary with 626 votes to 431 for
Maxlne Bredeson (UP).
Elected Junior Class representatives were Tom Parrlsh (CIP),

659 votes, Jean Schober (UP),
517 votes, and Paul Buehrer (UP),
557 votes. Other candidates for
the office were Bob Alexander
(CIP), 413 votes, Jim Ccffman
(UP), 282 votes.JaneLowell(CIP),
236 votes and William Moes(Ind-),
304 votes.
For Sophomore Class vice president, Roger McCraw (CIP) defeated Craig Pickering (UP), 877
votes to 497. Jay Balluck (UP)
was elected SophomoreC lass treasurer over Rick 1 ydon (CIP). Balluck received 719 votes to Lydon's 639. Robbie Pfell (UP) defeated Diana Hofer (CIP) 843 to
530 for Sophomore Class secretary.

Elected Sophomore Class Student Council representatives were
Sue Schaefer (UP), 744 votes,
Wendy Whitlinger (UP), 635 votes
and Joe Loomis (Ind.), 556 votes.
Other candidates for Sophomore
Class representative were Terry
Hlvely (CIP), 338 votes, KaklGosey
(CIP), 529 votes, Richard Kuhlman (Ind.), 464 votes. Chuck Collins (UP), 395 votes and Marianne Marr (CIP), 295 votes.
Kathy Burrows and Christina
M eyers were elected UAO directors - at large.They received 1,564
votes and 1,501 votes, respectively. Other candidates were
Denlse Sails, 1,025 votes and
Joseph Porok, 963 votes.
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Extradition
Move Stalled
In Columbus
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio officials said yesterday that new
charges filed against Gordon Novel
probably have delayed a request
to extradite him to Louisiana
in the Kennedy Assaslnatlon investigation there.
In New Orleans, district attorney Jim Garrison's office filed
two new charges against the 29year- old formerNew Orleans night
spot operator.
They accused Novel of two 1966
thefts totaling about $2,400.
A spokesman In Gov. Rhodes'
office said he had not received
extradition papers from Louisiana, but the new charges made by
Garrison's office probably explains the delay.
These charges are in addition
to a charge against Novel of alleged conspiracy to burglarize
a munitions dump at Houma, La.
Garrison earlier had field a warrant seeking Novel as a material
witness in his Kennedy assassination investigation.
Novel is free here on $10,000
bond on s charge of being a fugitive from Louisiana. He was arrested in suburban Gahanna April
1 on a warrant stemming from
the alleged conspiracy to burglarize the munitions dump.

THIS WILL be the symbol that
will be prominent from April 24May 4 as International Fortnight
brings to the University international speakers and conferences. First event on the program sponsored by the International Center and World Students Association will be a
reception for international students Monday, April 24.
Highlight of the two-week
event will be a conference
Thursday, May 4 on the subject
of East-West trade.

Al Hirt

Tickets Sold Out
For Hirt Concert
The Al Hirt concert this Sunday
is a sellout, according to Jay
Kettler, chairman of the Celebrity
Series Committee.
Mr. Hirt will perform at 8:15
in the Ballroom, as one of the
featured performers of the
Celebrity Series, sponsored by
the Union Activities Office.
Many people have tried ro
classify Mr. Hlrt*s trumpet technique. He was quoted In an interview in the New York Times as
saying "I'm a pop, commercial
musician and I've got a successful
format."
In 1959 the song "Java" won
Mr. Hirt his first gold record,
selling over one million copies.
The album in which "Java" is
Included and his next two albums.

"Cotton Candy" and "Sugar Lips,"
also sold over a million copies.
Thus Mr. Hirt became one of the
few people to have three golden
albums In one year.
Tickets for the 1967 - 1968
Celebrity Series are still on sale
in the Union lobby.
This series features Sergio
M endes- Brazil' 66, J ohnny M athls,
Stan Getz, Fen-ante and Tele her,
and the Highwaymen.

WEATHER
The forecast for today is variable cloudiness, windy and warmer with showers.
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WHAT THIS CAMPUS NEEDS

Spring Fever Rampage
By FREDZACKEL
Columnist
Spring has hit Bowling Green
like a ton of dandellons.The grubby
sweatshirts have been put away,
and the grubby grey T- shirts are
out. Guys have retired their wool
socks til after Labor Day, and

Election Reflections
The most significant conclusion arising from Wednesday's student
body election Is that the students want their Constitutionally guaranteed
rights.
Regardless of the voting totals, the lights movement was the most
emphasized part of both party platforms and leading independent
candidates.
The question was answered before the election by the crystallizing
of the rights' Ideas of major factions.
The election served to answer the crucial question of what method
should be used to attain rights from the faculty and administration.
In the race for student body president, winner Rick Helwlg refused
to advocate demonstrations to obtain rights and Insisted that they be
obtained through proper channels.
Loser T. David Evans said that If the channels failed to work he
would advocate peaceful demonstrations.
Helwlg prevailed by a 5-2 margin, indicating that the majority of
students wish to confine the rights struggle to the established channels.
On the other hand, the fact that Evans pulled more than 1,000 votes
(to Helwig's 2,500) shows there Is a developing segment of the left-tocenter students. A group of this size could exert considerable Influence
on the course of the rights struggle.
Helwlg deserves commendation for sticking to his "no demonstration"
policy despite the pressures of the campaign.
Nonetheless, he will face a powerful lobby both within and outside the
University Party demanding demonstrations if students rights proposals
are scuttled by the administration and faculty.
The present sophomoreclass displayed the greatest voting enthusiasm
with a 45.7 per cent and the freshmen with 41*3 per cent. The senior
class managed only 14.8 per cent.
Overall, a total of 39.2 per cent of eligible undergraduate students
voted, down one per cent over last year.
The University Party won 15 races to nine for the rival Campus Interest Party. Only one Independent candidate was elected. The UP gained
11 Student Council seats to four for the CIP and one for the abovementioned Independent.
In its second year of operation, the UP has asserted itself as the
majority party on campus, but the C I P, In its first year, made a very
credible showing. The two-party system appears to be established
on campus.
In summary, the students have opted for their rights. The spotlight
Is now on the "new elected" to obtain them.
SttMlbtttt&fttt^^

the Florida suntans are unrecognizable next to Sterling Farm suntans.
Hondas and cycles blast across
campus leaving a wake of mangled
pedestrians and riders; while, at
night Bowling Green's eight bars
do a record business for the spring

Helper
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LETTERS TO THE EPITOR
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I Elections Board Is Inadequate I
I am writing this letter before
any election results are in so they
are having no effect what so ever
on my thinking. First let me congratulate the student body for Its
fine turnout. No matter who wins,
at least one thing was accompllshed--Involvement of the students.
But like most good things, they
are always accompanied by some

were faced with a misleading
ballot. I am referlng to the mix
up between the presentation of candidates for the office of secretary
and treasurer of student body, and
the printing of the wrong name of
another candidate, not to mention
the hiding of the U.A.O. directors
at large.

closely on a campaign I maybe
have seen the Inadequacies of this
board more than the majority of
students.
Let's start with voting proceedures. The students were not
informed of how to vote (use of
voting cards) until the morning of
the election, prohibiting some from
voting and forcing others to return
to their dorm to get their card.
Once they were able to vote they
gBJSiWflWMM^^

October 18, 1966: "Hey, who
ya' gonna' vote for In the Homecoming election?
"Oh, I dunno'. Say, what's this
about you gotta' have a voting
card?
"Oh, it's a little green card
they give you. You have to have lt
everytlme you vote."
"How do you get one?"
"They just pass "em out in the
dorms. They pass everything out

¥7'

bad.
m this case the elects
board Is that bad part. Working

ThP
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to us in the dorms."
"Well, guess I'll have to go find
out how a commuter attains a
voting card," I sighed.
Does that sound famIlar t0 m/m

| thlnk lt should because
i wasn't the only commuter-student
t0 be left M agam> , had novotlng
card and here one must ^ye at
ieast u cards „, ^ possession
at aU tjmes
one e|se?

published that any poor soul who
had never received a voting card
could obtain one at the Union Activlties Office.
While I was there, I cast a casual
glance at the names of the many
other
students who had never been
given the right to vote and asked
the nice lady who had made the
goof.
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even be called fair when such a

vast number of students were un-

Photo Editor
I»lu, Editor

| noboay dlBllked me, I hadjustbeen
I overlooked. I was then directed to

fault—some apathetic person?

Manager
Manag.r
Manager
Manager

.
Publ.shed Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school
year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer
sessions, under authority of the Publications Comm.ttee of
Bowling Green State University.
Opinions expressed m editorials, editorial cartoons or other
columns .n the News do no. nec.sso.ily reflect the opinions
of the University Administration, faculty or staff or the State
of Ohio. Opinions ..pressed by columnist, do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editoriols in the
News reflect the opinion of th. majority of members of the
B-G News Editorial Board.
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e™r on the administration's part.
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Thus It was that I started on
S my long journey to obtain another
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She explained lt had been an

ftandy K.tcham
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If anyone elsefeelsthesameway
about this, call Bill West, the head
of the board,
Only don't expect to ever get In
touch with him, chances are he Is
still In hiding like he was all
election week,
Gregg DeCrane
1312 E. Wooster St.
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These things along with the
breaking of campaign rules
(forgery of notes, distribution of
unaddressed material In the
dorms, campaigning In greek
houses before election week)
seemed totally unnecessary and
could have been taken care of with
some effort on the part of the board.

I ^r,°fl

•■»«•»■•« « •"• » ™»wh0.i wonder.i,«

i "" BU1 West* head °* *•
f People's Voting Circle.
#

B1

*
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Poor Mr. West, I'd hate to have
ff his busy Schedule; he's never at

Sandra Torok
Douglas Rd.

D_.J

«U.

Bradner, Ohio
&V&i£>f^F<*%*ftftttfm^:te-

8 his house on Fraternity Rowl
&'
_„
...
.
S
° lt WM t0° bad f0r me; ■
» never got to VOte for Homecoming
S Queen. December 7 rolled around
| „d I went through the Same fruS«
Z.
,,... .
._
| "■*■ «ame' (Mr. West IS as
I DUSy In December as In October.)
§
|
_. ,, _.
.
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Tne
News welcomes lettersH
S? 'he edi,or- Letters should:!:
::::b« typew,,Men ond signed by*
I*"*, ao,ho' and CO"y, h,s ***mi«
::::written
name. oddress and:::
£
::::Pnone number.
|w,ft' b. p'ubl Ih'.d within> th.l
;;""•■ oe puonsnea witmn mott
|l.m.t« of spoce
good lostev.
|<"»4 law* °< I'bel. The News.;.:
9
lujl'l"
.I,"
-,nr° ?!" I
fetters
more than 30Cwords::::
m

heard my plaintive plea; lt was

%mm*mmmmm&&mM
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Somebody Up There must have

::::

length.

::::

fever crowd.
Gentle Thursday Is a thing of
the past, and so Is the CIP happening. Thankfully, the election
Is over and opposing candidates
begin once more to speak to one
another. The campaign boards are
down, as well as banners, posters
and placards.
Couples lounge about the main
campus, watching squirrels and
wishing for something similar.
Spring Is the season of Love, and
everyone acts like Lyle Greenfield, searching for the one true
pinmate. Luckily, not all are shot
down.
The Union as usual Is still
overwhelming, but the signs are
there, too. Shorts and bermudas
have started their insidious Infiltration. Ice cream cones are
now leglmately In season, and class
attendance has dropped off.
The DU sports car rally Is Sunday, and the following week Is
Greek Week. Spring Weekend can't
be far away. Ice day will be
here, and it will be harder and
harder to study.
The columnists write shorter
articles for the News; It's hard
to sit for an hour when the sun
Is shining and the motorcycles
are calling. Even the editors stay
away from the News office, ending up at J-Alfreds's or the CI.
Even those ridiculous skateboards from last spring have returned. Students queque up at the
infirmary, and there's a run on
slings, crutches and wheelchairs.
Should the weather retract Its
statement of sunshine even for
one day, and Spring still reigns.
If lt drops twenty degrees, even
kids still wear spring jackets and
cut- offs.
The dorms empty out during the
day and the dorm athletes throw
the football around. So what if
It Is the baseball season. Even
Peregrine Lake is filled. If not
willingly, then unwillingly.
As of this Monday.only thirty
days of classes remain. This Is
something everyone knows 11 Thirty
more days of hot, steamy classrooms, ventilated only by the sharp
exhalations of the pent-up students
who watch, as the rest of student
body casually stroll about the campus, killing time until they see
their mates.
Thirty more days before the
cry of the escaping student reaches
the ears of parents and summer
employers. Thirty more days of
last summer's memories, then
new adventures and new places.
Thirty more days of listening
to campus gossip, then comes the
time to live, as only college kids
can.
What can halt this fever? What
can tear the student away from
his Colt 45 and his Triumph?
What can bring normality back
to this campus ?
NOTHING.

My Intent
I wish to extend my sincere
congratulations to Rick Helwlg,
President-elect of the Student Body
and to the other candidates elected
as student body officers.
My original Intent in running for
the office was to crystallize the
issues and to provoke discussion
about them. I think this has been
successful.
In whatever position I find myself I shall continue to be an ardent
defender of students' rights and a
proponent of the concept of "participatory education,"
A mandate has been given. I hope
our student leaders for the coming
year succeed In articulating the
needs, wants, and rights of the
student body and In representing
the students against opposing Interests.
T. David Evans
430 Harshman A
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MRUS
Tonight at 10 at the Crypt, the
Rev. Robert Lindner of the First
English Lutheran ChurchlnToledo
and Fr.Mlchale Madden of Toledo,
representing the Roman Catholic
faith, will discuss "What's Happening at the Grass Roots In the
Ecumenical Movement?"
The Crypt opens at 9 tonight
and tomorrow evening. Saturday
features Include Informal discussion, folk music and poetry
reading.
* • *
"The Gospel of Folk Song" will
be the theme for the meeting of
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship this week. The group will
meet at 6:45 tonight atl21Lehnan
A ve„ Bowling Green.
Gerry Graphner, piano technician at the University, will lead
the discussion.
• • •
A discussion led by the Orthodox
Fellowship will be held at 6 p jn.
at the U.C.F. Center. Fr. George
Shaheen from St. George's Syrian
Orthodox Church In Toledo will

MAPS AND map reading are just one part of the DU Sports Car
Rally which takes to the roads again Sunday. Here Neil Olsen
from London, England studies the route.

Auto Mishap
Injures Coed
Karol L. McHugh, a Unlvenlty
coed, was treated and released
from Wood County Hospital for
injuries she sustained In a onecar accident yesterday.
Miss McHugh, a senior In the
College of Education, was driving
on Ohio Route 105 on her way to
student teach in Pembervllle when
the car she was driving slid out
of control and struck a telephone
pole. She was alone In the car.
She was treated for a head cut
and released, a spokesman for
Wood County Hospital said.
The car was demolished, according to Clare T. Morgano, a
roommate of Miss McHugh.

Congratulations TOM HL All A
To:
PAT GREEN
FOR WINNING KEITH SHAW
THE CONKLIN

BILL WEIS

COLLEGE BOWL

Kreischer "D"
Wins Again
"Our trophy case runneth over"

MT-OMSM
The compulsion to wear knitted garments is quite
all right by us. The Proprietor prides himself on knits
of natural fibers, spiked with the best of synthetic
blends that now abound. For the top knits, and bits
of bottom apparel necessary, the gentleman of wit
will wend his way hither.

f Ije fradtttottal $*»
Formerly Clothes Rock, East

NDAR

speak on "The Orthodox Church
In a Revolutionary Age." Sunday
morning at 9 at the U.C.F. chapel,
a one-hour Divine Liturgy In English will be given by F ather Shaheen. All students and friends
are welcome and encouraged to

Campus Calendar
Deadline Nears
All academic departments, administrative offices and student
organizations are urged to attempt
to complete their plans for the
coming school year so that the University calendar may be completed.
This announcement was made
yesterday by J. Richard Bryson,
co-ordlnator of conferences and
space assignments.
The request for facilities from
everyone wishing to hold an event
should be submitted directly to
the Office of Conferences and
Space Assignments In 122 Shatzel
Hall no later than May 1.

attend.

• • •
The Rev. Edward B. Brueggeman, chairman of the theology
department at Xavler University,
Cincinnati, will speak at a communion breakfast at the Newman
Foundation on Sunday after the
9 Hjn. Mass. Or. Brueggeman
will speak on proposed legislation
regarding abortion.
• * •
The Campus Bridge Club will
meet Sunday in the Ohio Suite.
Play will begin promptly at 1:30
pjn. Anyone Interested In playing
duplicate bridge is welcome to
attend.
• • •
C.E.C. plans a short meeting
In the Capital Room at 6 pwn.
Sunday. Everyone is invited to see
Mrs. Helen Lloyd present her
puppets.
• • •
An active chapter meeting of
Omega Phi Alpha Is plannedbr
Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Wayne
Room.

D. U.
SPORTS CAR RALLY
Sun., April 16, 1 p.m.
START AT WHITE HUT DRIVE-IN
BY HARSHMAN QUAD.
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Policemen Dim Florida Sunshine
By CRAIG PROCARIO
Staff Writer
It appeared as If combat-order•
bad been released as hundreds
of policemen Invaded the Atlantic
shores of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla,
The earlier part of the Faster
recess had been filled with sun
and fun and the usual "night life"
which a collegian-Infested beach
town offers. Suddenly the glamour
was gone and the good times were
over.
As the collegians became
friskier, local authorities called
In police forces from surrounding
areas. And with them came an
unreal conclusion o what was
Initially a tradlonal spring migration south.
The Invading pollcmen were not
the type of law enforcers to which
I was accustomed. These officers
were hardened men, trained and
equipped with night sticks approximately three feet long and an
Inch and three-quarters In diameter. They wore white helmets with
plastic bubbles protecting their

eyes.
The police walked the streets
In groups of from 3 to 30 and
anyone In their path of travel
either moved or was forcibly
moved out of their way. Anyone
who was asked to move, was asked
via the butt of a night stick In
the ribs or the back.
The police were randomly grabbing people from the streets and
sidewalks and arresting them for
such offenses as walking too fast
or too slow. If anyone protested,
they were also charged with resisting arrest. It was all a big
Joke -- until the next night, when
the joke was on me.
Fellow Bowling Green student
Tom Lynch and myself became
victims of the frustrated enforcers
In spite of our efforts to stay
clear of the trouble. We were
grabbed and from the very beginning treated like fugitives from
the law.
Four helmeted men Jumped us
and threw us up against a patrol
car, holding our arms behind us
somewhere around our shoulder

University Players Feature
Drama, 'Hedda Gabler'
"Hedda Gabler," a drama by
Henrlk Ibsen, will be presented
by the University Theater at 8: IS
tonight and tomorrow eavenlng In
the Main Auditorium.
The play Is basically a portrait
of a neurotic woman who tries
to live through other people vicariously by manipulating them to
her own ends. The conflict between the social proprieties of
the times and Hedda's driving
need for self- realization form the
basis of the drama.
Henrik Ibsen, called "The
Father of Realism," was one of
the first dramatists who sought
to remove drama from romantic
"untruth," said Dr. Robert R.
Flndlay, assistant professor of
speech and director of the production.
"Ibsen was concerned with the
problem of self- realization and bis
characters exhibit a psychological
reality almost unknown in his
time," he continued.
"One significant aspect of Ibsen's play Is that it is not necessarily 'dated' as were the social
dramas of his time. They are as
meaningful now, as they were then.
If not more so.

"There are Hedda Gablers In
every walk of life today; women
confronted with the same problems
as Ibsen's character and unable to
overcome them because of the
society in which they live," the
director explained.
"It is Important that the audience becomes Involved In the action and mood of the play," continued Dr. Flndlay. "One way we
have sought to create the Intimacy
necessary for this is through the
scene design.
"We Intend to 'thrust' the play
out to the audience as much as
possible by using a relatively shallow setting with a 'celling piece'
over the performers. The final
effect should be one of the 'closeness' of the family living room,"
he explained.
Leading the female cast as
"Hedda" is Lorelle E. Brownell,
graduate assistant In speectuRobert N. /yromskl, teaching fellow
in speech, heads the male cast
as "Jorgen," Hedda's misunderstanding husband.
Also Included in the cast are
Mary Jo Johnson, ArnoldRampersad, Suzanne P. Radcllff, Marcelo
Marlaca and Barbara Wlsmer.

Cinema Society Schedules
Cary Grant's 1st Film Effort
"She Done Him Wrong" and
" Broken Blossoms" are the two
films theClnema Society Is showing Sunday, chairman Jim Myers
announced.
The two films will be shown
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
They are sponsored by the Union
Activities Office. Admission Is
free.
Mae West and Cary Grant star
In "She Done Him Wrong." which
is Mr. Grant's first film. The
film Is based on the stage play
"Diamond Lil." which madeMlss
West famous.
When "She Done Him Wrong"
was made. Miss West needed a
leading man.
She saw Cary
Grant, who was an "extra" atthe
time, and said, "I want him.
I'm going to make him a star,"
and she did.
"She Done Him Wrong*' will
be shown at 1:30 p.m.
"Broken Blossom" was directed by D.W. Griffith "the
greatest director of the cinema."
Three of his films—"The Birth
of a Nation," "Intolerence" and
"Broken Blossoms" are claimed
to be unsurpassed by other films
even to this day.

Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess star In "Broken Blossoms." Miss Gish plays a poor,
friendless waif who Is mistreated by her father, a boxer.
She falls in love with a gentle,
peace-loving Chinese boy who
is caught up In the harsh
cruelties of modern-day England.
Film company previewers call
"Broken Blossoms' a "very
sensitive film which needs a great
amount of serious understanding
to be appreciated."
It will be shown at 2:50 pun.

blades. They frisked us, threw us
into the car and took us to a
police way-station where they took
our names and photographed us.
Then we waited approximately
two hours in a
paddy wagon
outside the station to be taken to
the city Jail.
On our way to the city Jail
we took a detour through the streets
along the beach where we picked
up a few roommates - approximately thirty of them. For a while
we could watch from the wagon as
the police picked up students and
hauled them Into the paddy wagon.
Many students were throwj
bodily into the wagon even though
they attempted to walk with no
resistance. As they landed on their
heads In the wagon they were
shouting "What did I do? What
did I do?" As far as Tom and
I could tell, they hadn't done a
thing.
The police, to avoid hearing
the students' questions and derogatory comments, soon cut off our
ventilation. There we sat, 30some students, in the small confines of a paddy wagon for the
next three hours with one of the
prisoners vomiting on the wagon
floor.
When we reached our destination we were led from the wagon
and forced to run to the Jail
entrance in the rear of the building.
It was no ordinary run. We ran
a gauntlet of some five or six
laughing and cheering policemen,
well concealed from public view.
As we ran, we were struck with
night sticks.
The last man In the line nailed
us, as he had done with the
other students, in the knees, as
he commented, "Hey, where are
you going so fast? Slow down."
We were In so much pain we
could hardly see.
We were thrown physically Into
the elevator which led to the cells
upstairs. After more physical
man-handling we were put Into a
cell where we remained for the
next two days awaiting arraignment.
It was approximately 20 hours
before we were allowed to make
a phone call. We were lucky —
there were some students who had
been there for days and hadn't
been permitted a phone call yet.
None of us knew what he was
charged with, when he would go
to court, or Just what was in
store for him.
Fifty-four of us shared a Ionian cell, sleeping two and three
to our metal-slab bunks. The food
was typical of a Jail atmosphere.
We were served by prisoners
who had been sentenced for armed

survival
kit

Woody Herman
Will Highlight
Military Ball
Woody
Herman
and his
orchestra will provide the music
for the 19th Annual Military Ball
tomorrow night In the Ballroom.
Theme of the ball will be
"Our Heritage of National Courage" with decorations being a
large backdrop painting of the
flag raising on Iwo Jim a. The
Army and Air Force ROTC are
sponsoring the event.

■

P°r y0l*!SBP^nslve contact
lenses, Ine Munne Company
makes a rather
inexpensive survival kit,
It's Lensine...
one solution (or all
your contact lens
problems. And you
get a free,
removable lens
carrying case
with every bottle.

for contacts oirii'

robbery, assault and battery, and
similar charges. They were
treated like kings, whereas the
students, arrested and charged
with unlawful assembly, vagrancy,
disorderly conduct, or other
charges, were treated like hardened criminals.
Our bond was set at $500.Needless to say we decided to sit it
out and wait for our arraignment.
The sentences levied ranged
from $10 to $150 and 30 days
In Jail for those with several
charges. Fortunately, we were
sentenced very lightly.
Anyone who wanted to plead not
guilty to his charge or charges
was given a new court date sometime in June, a real convenient
time for collegians from across
the nation who can't afford to go
to Florida very often*
Most of those who pleaded not
guilty had been In a paddy wagon
which caught fire. Many of them
were lucky to get out alive. Although nobody knew who stilted
the fire, they then faced a charge
of arson.
These are the things which highlighted my Florida vacation this
year. I don't question police tactics during a riot -- only thelr
actlons after the riot and in violating the due process of law
guaranteed a citizen of the United
States.
I question also the brutal beatings suffered by many students.
I don't understand why one prisoner with blood-soaked clothing
had 15-stitches in his head or why
another had cuts all over his legs,
and why most of us had bruises
all over our bodies to remind us
of our vacation.
I further question the respect
offered to mothers of the students
who were In Jail when they wanted
to know about the charges and
procedures.
All we could say to each other
while we sat In our crowded surroundings was, "They can't
do this" --- and then w»*eh as
they did it.

Drill Team
To Compete
The Bowling Green Pershing
Rifles will participate in theRegimental Drill Meet at Ohio State
University tomorrow.
The Pershing Rifle unit will
enter competition In straight squad
and platoon, exhibition squad and
Individual drill events.
Accompanying the Pershing
Rifles will be the Royal Green,
a coed Army ROTC drill team
from the University.
The Royal Green will compete
against other coed teams from
other companies of the First
Regiment.
Seventeen drill te im s from Ohio,
Kentucky and West Virginia will
compete at Columbus.

ZBT's Host
22 Chapters
Delegates from 22 east, west
and midwest chapters of Zeta Beta
Tau social fraternity will arrive
In Bowling Green this weekend for
the annual Section II Convention.
Sponsored by Beta Eta Chapter
of Z eta Beta Tau, the convention
Is designed to promote inter and
lntra fraternity relationships.
Although the primary emphasis
of the convention will be to discuss problems common to most
chapters of the national fraternity
much time will be spent in business sessions to promote the image
of Z eta Beta Tau on the various
campuses represented by the delegates.
Highlight of .he weekend will
be a dinner at the Holiday Inn for
the delegates and mem bus of the
University administration.

Win a free trip
home to get
money!
(Or enough Sprite to
throw a loud party every
night for a semester.

Don't write home to get money. Just
write a college newspaper ad for
Sprite. You may win a free trip home
to ask for the money in person.
What should your ad say? How tart
and tingling Sprite is. And how it
roars I Fizzes! Bubbles! Gushes!
And tastes I (And how!) Not too
sweet. Not too innocent.

1st PRIZE

8500 IN TRAVELERS CHECKS or
5.000 BOTTLES OF SPRITE
100 PRIZES OF 825 IN DIMES
...so if you can't go home in person, you can
use the telephone to make your point.
RULES
Write your ad the way you think would
interest college newspaper readers.
Give it a contemporary, sophisticated flavor.
(A few swigs of Sprite will give you the idea
--though you don't have to buy anything to enter.)
Neatness counts a little. Cleverness counts a lot.
Your ad can be any length--if it fits this space.
(But remeaiber you're not writing a term paper.)
Send each ad you submit to Ads for Sprite,
P.O. Box 55, New York, New York 10046.
All entries become the property of The
Coca-Cola Company. None will be returned.
Judges'
decision ifinal.
Entries must be received by
luges avciaion
in
May 2, 1967. Be sure to include
name and address. Winners will
be notified by May 24, 1967.

.Mil//;

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINCLING WE JUST
COULDN'T KEEP IT QUIET.
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Al 'The King' Hirt

He 'Blew' Success
Al Hirt "blew" what was called a promising career
when he gave In to homesickness for New Orleans
and flew home for a bowl of Creole gumbo.
Mr. Hirt and his wife were walking down the street
In Las Vegas, where the band he was playing with at
the time was playing an engagement. He turned to his
wife and asked, "Know what I'd like better than anything else In the world right now?" She, without
hesitation answered, "Creole gumbo." So to New
Orleans he went.
Mr. Hirt, the trumpeter, will perform at 8:15, Sunday, April 16, 1967, In the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Born In New Orleans on Nov. 7, 1922, Mr. Hirt Is
the son of a police detective.
Although his beginning was "humble" his parents
encouraged his Interest In the study of music.
New Orleans is a city famous for Its Jazz, but Mr.
Hilt's trumpet Interests were toward the classics.
In 1940 he went to the Conservatory of Cincinnati
on a scholarship.
World War II came. Before Mr. Hirt was shipped
overseas, he married the daughter of his high school
algebra teacher.
After the war he went back to music--playing the
trumpet in the touring bands of the Dorsey Brothers,
Ray McKlnley and Horace Heldt,

It was at this point in his career that he became
homesick for New Orleans and "Creole gumbo."
Because the Hirt's have eight children, Mr. Hirt
had to take on odd Jobs to feed his family.
While working as a pest control salesman, he was
Introduced to the owner of a Bourbon Street Club--the
Pier 600.
Mr. Hirt was hired to play his trumpet to attract
more business. Crowds started gathering at the club.
The name Al Hirt began to grow in New Orleans.
His career began to "snowball." He returned to
Las Vegas as the star of a show, went on the Dinah
Shore TV show and signed a record contract.
At the end of 1959, he had gone to a New Orleans
bank to borrow a thousand dollars and was refused.
"Banks don't feel musicians are the best risks
around," he said.
Less than five years later, he was able to tell a
Time magazine correspondent that he had arrived
at the half-million-a-year Income bracket.
Mr. Hirt has received Gold Record Awards for
"Java" and for three of his albums, "Honey In the
Horn," "Cotton Candy," and "Sugar Lips."
Among his other awards, Mr. Hirt was chosen as
Artist of the Year In 1965 by the Music Operators
of America. He also received the Grammy Award
for the best performance by an instrumentalist for
"Java."

Norway Loses Lass
To Business Intern
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Feature Editor
If you ask Judd Mills what kind
of souvenirs he brought back from
his recent trip to Norway, he probably won't mention those Norwegian ski sweaters first.
Instead, he'll tell you he brought
back quite a souvenir-- one about
so tall, with blond hair and blue
eyes who is going to be his bride
In August,
Judd, who graduated from the
University In June, 1965, was the
first international business Intern
in the College of Business Administration. He recently returned
from Oslow, Norway where he
worked for four months in the
foreign service department of the
Burgenn Privat Bank, one of the
largest international banking firms
there.
He met his finance, a girl from
"the land of the midnight sun,"
in the boarding house where he
stayed.
"She will be attending the University of Maryland while I'm

On The Beach:

They
Preached
By SANDY M CM ASTER
Staff Writer
Thousands of students were In
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. during spring
break to play on the sunny beaches.
About 140 students went, however,
to spread evangelism.
The Inter - VarsityC hrlstlan
Fellowship sponsored an event
called "Beach Evangelism in Ft.
L auderdale" which attracted IVCF
members from all over the eastern
United States.
Five Bowling Green students
attended the first week of the
event. They were Juniors Robert
Youngqulst, president of the BG
chapter of IVCF, and DavidCassel;
and seniors Gary HarpeL Mary Ann
Brohard and Marlnda Brohard.
The organization has been sponsoring the event for the past five
years. Last year the students
stayed at the Esquire Hotel.
The hotel sponsored morning
devotional periods and did not
allow liquor to be sold on the
premises.
The owner allowed the IVCF
members to stay In 44 dollar
per day rooms for 3 dollars per
day. Also, all the facilities were
open to the members day and night
for social events.
"The purpose of this event was
to meet students on the beach

One Woman's Joy
Another's Sorrow
VIETNAM (A P)--Happiness for
one mother of a GI In Vietnam
meant tragedy for another.
Recently, Mrs. Pearl Pratt of
Denver was notified that her 19year-old son, private-first-class
Robert Brown was killed in the
Vietnam fighting. Then 8days later
she was told the body was being
flown home. Later, she received
word that a terrible mistake had
been made. Her son is still alive.
He had suffered a minor leg infection, but nothing more serious.
She talked with him by telephone.
It turned out that the soldier
who was killed also was a privatefirst-class, also was 19, and also
was named Robert E. Brown.Also,
both Browns were in the same
company of the First Air Cavalry
Division. In addition to that, both
mothers were named Pratt. The
body of the soldier who was killed
is en route to his mother In
Chicago.

FOR NEARLY 140 students throughout the
United States, Spring Break in Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. was more than just sand and sun. They

and spread the Christian faith
In a place where a faith is
needed." Bob said. "Almost all
of the students were expressing a
faith In body, bikini, or booze,
the IVCF wanted to express
theirs," he added.
The students met at the hotel
the first day to be tested on memorization of Biblical passages and
their knowledge of the Bible. If
they passed the test, they were
eligible to go on the beach and
talk to the students.
The first week nearly 70 students met on the north and south
end of the beach twice dally. Then
they spread out on the beach to
invite students to an open forum
which was held under a large
canope.
The response was from 6 to
50 students at each forum. Several
times folk singers or a gospel
quartet was used as an attention
getter to bring the students to
the canope.
A speaker talked on a given
topic for about 10 to 15 minutes
before the discussion was opened
to the audience.
to the audience. According to Bob
the number of mockers was very
small.
"Maybe 2 or 3 guys would start
Jeering us and we would start
to feel pretty bad. Then we would
look around and see a crowd of
50 to 70 kids eagerly listening,
and we felt quite satisfied," he
said.
The group not only Invited beach
goers, but If they ran into someone on the street looking for something to do they were invited.

wont south to the beaches to spread the gospel
among the groups there. Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship sponsored the "Beach Evangelism."

Bob recalls one day when a
Baptist bus loaded with IVCF'era
was rounding a corner and a guy
stopped the bus. He didn't know
where the bus was going, but
said he Just wanted to get on and
get away from it all.
He got on and played his guitar
and sang with them. Hestayed with
the group quite a bit during the
rest of the week. Bob said.
"A lot of kids lay In the sun
all day. Bob said, and at night
they could find nothing to do unless they were 21 and could get
In a bar or go to a wild party.
They came looking for a chance
to get away from It all, but they

shown at
7:20,
9:30
a dm.

actually found themselves lost."
In the case of the evangelists,
they had plenty to do. Early In
the morning they met in the hotel
for discussions. During the day
they were busy on the beach.

stationed at Baltimore," said Judd,
who was Inducted into the Army
recently. His future wife was attending the Norway Library School.
Since his return Judd has worked
as a finance analyst in Marlon
but recently returned to Bowling
Green for a visit.
"The internship program was
quite an experience," stressed
Judd. "The experience I gained
certainly helped me understand
foreign trade," he said.
Students who Intern can receive
six hours of credit upon return
and submission of a report. Students receive wages but must pay
their travel expenses, according
to Judd.
"The wages for a college graduate were about half of the average
salary in the United States," he
said.
"There were about 30 internship openings available," according to Judd. "Through the program, students could have had a
choice of working in either
England, France, Germany, Italy,
or Norway, according to Judd.
"I choose Norway because it was
the only country that didn't require
I speak a foreign language," he
said.
"The Intern period is planned as
a 12 week program, but Judd went
after graduation so he could get
in some traveling.
Judd said that he learned the
Job rather easily, but he did
mention one troublesome point.
"They had fish twice a day,"
he grimaced. "So the diet was
something I had to get used to."
Allowing time to do some traveling, Judd visited such European
cities as Paris, Copenhagen and
Amsterdam.
"Norway has about the same
kinds of entertainment as the
United States," he said, except
they go In for such things as
hiking and skiing. "I didn't get
to do any skiing since the season
for snow Isn't until January.
"It Is certainly an experience
I won't forget, and I would certainly recommend students to apply
for such a program," he said,
More information about being
an international business intern
may be obtained from Dr. William
R. Hoskins, director of the International business program.

The
Tailored Look

At night they watched films,
served refreshments and entered
Informal discussions at the hotel.
These were also open to anyone
who wanted to attend.
Bob remarked that he felt the
event was a success. "It is an
outlet for expressing somethlns
we strongly believe In," he aid.

BEST FILM OF
1966!"
Noiionol Society ol Film Critics

$1.25

■ IGIITIRIO

A Carlo Ponli Production

Antonioni's

BLOWUP
Vanessa Redgrave
David Hammings • Sarah Miles

coiot
there is a lot of
"La Dolce Vita"
in "Blow-Up"
NOW PLAYING

CLA-ZEL

•CAMOIA f4SO
ALSO 9230 TO l»7SJ

"FCe ep s £tk:e'
DIAMONO

RINGS

It's modern, elegant, the
perfect setting for a perfect diamond. You can
count on Keepsake for
the ultimate in diamond
ring styling.'

Klevers
Jewelry Store
125 N. Main St.
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DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday lor
Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
lor Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Tuesday lor Thursday's paper,
5 p.m. Wednesday lor Friday's
poper.

ZBT welcomes Section II Conventlon Delegates.
Wanted. One ticket for Al Hlrt
concert. Call 352-0363.

RATES: 32< per line, 2 lines
minimum, average 5 words per
line.

Co-ed wanted during summer
scn0ol sessions. Free room and
board In exchange for babysitting
and light housekeeping. Call 352-

SEND COPY to Classilied Dept.,
a-G News. 106 University Hall.

5265 during day or 352-5184 after
6.

FOR SALE OR RENT

Amos Wong Sez: Go nuts B.G.I

Sacrifice-*'new' "oo" Plym'outh Be-'
levedere 11, power steering, 361
cu^ln.. highest price Call 354-

Convention Delegates...Welcome
t0 Beta Eta
«
££~' wXfflm'S« £

FoV'saleV 1N6 Oaeatl 250 cc.
Scrambler. Jin 126 Georgia Ave.
_ __
Three 3-room and bath furnished
apt. available In Jur.e. One semifurnished 4-room and bath apt.
3 block, from University. 353,__r

Entire West, Southwest, and
Alaska. FREE Registration.Southwwt Teacher, Agency. 1303 Central Ave„ N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
*"."""""
"""
"""""
£*"*■ ^^SS^S
day-11 a.m. Rev. Albert Zlegler.
District Executive Sec y.

Sru'drat"Vooms'for"meZ's'biocks"
from University. Private entrance,
own kitchen, recreation room.
353-1705
" /wa*
_
mmm

Amos Wong sez: Knock down the
door for win number fourl
"""""" **!1*.*"L""'.""*.'*"'"
Peg: Ha
ppy I9th Blrthdayl Care
to hang one on? Nance.

Rooms for women, summer ses.ion., kitchens,phone, reasonable.
Call after 11 awn. 353-3471.

""""'
""""""I"V
"
Big Brothers: Thanks for thegreat
^'.^ °f_"/.

ApVVoVed"'r"oVm'for'tw'o."]une'and
Sept. Private entrance and bath.
146 S. College. 354-07-3.

The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau
«•*> « «™»W Welcome to the
f."^.." HT.^.?f!^T.:

Ap^oVed'rooMforVtudeni.Vjun'e
and Sept. Close to Unlver.lty.Call
354-3064 after 6;

DU Debs .ay: We love our big
brothersl
W^l*mZZ2kZZ

*1962 VW for sale. Want $650. Call
BUI Schmld after 6 pjn. at Univ.
2759 or 354-2605.

•«> f^P ^^
E
P PM****.

T^^ETP^^*^

•6"o Impala. 348 cu. Uu. 4-.peed
Real good condition. Inquire 352-

B«H State this weekend.
™Tuag^T^'u^'l

Approved rooms. June and Sept.
Private entrance and baths. 145
i Enterprise, ell 353-8241 after
3 p.m.

tOD

*hu

™DM»Cjr HIGH FOR THE
"'PP* Belated
Creep.

For"saie7 New'lVxl's ny'l'on'rug]
Leas than 1 wk. old. Roman Gold,
Contact A.P. Taylor, ext. 3227.
Klrelscher Pool HalL

Jota *• American Revolution, Re»«« the Draft«
*"""""
,^7,"« "7",,","i"
B
«» ■» "g «*££ ** WeU
come to Bowling Green, Conventlon Delegates.

.
..........
Lost. Brown pre.crlptlonsunglasses Mom monubetweenlOand
11 In H. EC Bldg.Call 352-7071.
Lost Glasses, half-specks In gold
case. Contact Luclnda Barron.428
West.

.

it

.»•■

. it "pays.

*

Roo'm"for" j'unV'and" s'ept]»8*E."
Reed.Call 353-5462.

.
LOST

ADVERTISING

The S1

wonderful serenade. Mel and
CherL,

Blrthda

SIMPLE AS...

y °*

The

BUYING
^°< *'University students is
-rnendaus. One survey indicates each
^ent spends an average af $600 per ear
outs.de of room, board and toit.on. W,^
-ore than 10,000 enrolled at BGSU
that
°
° *"" $6,000,000 per yeor",

me nS m re

I'll love my country, but not In
Johnson's bed.
............
.Get high for the 21st atMlllersvllle.
We can assure you of a steady
Income If you can devote a few
hours a day. C. Dean, Box 372F,
BG, Ohio.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Congratulations Tom and Sue on
your recent pinning from the Varkaa. We're glad to have you. Sue,
a. a new memberl
—
....—..—-—
Dear BOO: This ad Is especially
for you. Compliments of M.J.A.,
Amos Wong sez: Womp Wesleyanl J.S.K., and J.A.M.

United Air Lines will be Intervlewlng all Interested girl, on
Tues„ April 18. For further Information, contact Maraha Albright, ext. 2496 or 353-6843.

Kreischer D Wins
Conklin College Bowl
For 10 point.: On what contln«nt do you find a river named
after a muscular, legendary
maiden?
"South America, the Amazon
River," blurted Keith D. Shaw,
Hla response to the final queatlon brought his Kreischer D team
from a five point deficit to nip
Harshman A, 140 to 135, In the
second annual Conklin Hall College BowL,
The Kreischer team repre■rated by Thomas R. Blaha, WllUam Wels, Patrick G. Green and
Kelth D. Shaw downed a well-tuned
HarshmanA team who lead the

COVERAGE
of the University market is assured by
re9ular

use of the B-G NEWS. About 9 000
copies are distributed four days a week on the
BGSU campus. NO OTHER PUBLICATION

match at half time 80 to 25.
The winning team will receive
a rotating victory trophy,

REACHES THE UNIVERSITY MARKET

In the two semifinal rounds also
held April 12, the Krelaxher D
team defeated Rodger, ground and
first floor 180 to 130, while the
Harshman A team beat McDonald
East 140-105.

the News advertising department,

Timothy L. DeCapua served as
questioner and moderator of the
contest with Michael Walters,
scorekeeper; Les Stern, announcer of team members and re»idents of Conklin HalL

LIKE THE B-G NEWS. For information call
University Extension 3344.
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TU Blasts BG;
OU Relays Next
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
Even bad weather couldn't
ground the Rockets of Toledo Uniyerslty.
They blasted off at the expense
of Bowling Green as TU won the
Mid-American Conference meeting 87-66 Wednesday.
It seems as If weather wasn't
the only thin agalns the Falcons
as they lost Stan Allen, a five
event entrant, early In the meet
because of a pulled muscle.
Assistant coach Tom Wright,
who accompanied the team to Toledo, said that over-all he was
"fairly well satisfied with the
team's
performance;
If
It
wouldn't have been for the conditions and the Injuries we would
have done much better,"
Outstanding performances, for
the first time were somewhat
evenly divided between the track
and field events.
Al Falquet showed signs of
rounding Into form with a 22.2
second effort
In the 220-yard
dash. Bob Parks ran both the mile
and the half mile, turning In a
1:56.4 time In the half for a second place. He then took first In
the mile with a 4:20.8.
The two mile was a two-man
race between Paul Talklngton and
Dan Sekerak. Talklngton won In a
time of 9:35.6 with Sekerak only
two-tenths of a second behind.
As usual, the BG field event
men gave a decent showing with
Merl Mlchaells making the 50foot mark In the shot for the first
time this season.

Tabbed as the most valuable
wrestler on the team was Joe
Krlsko, a Junior who turned In
a 10-4-1 record while wrestling
at 152. He finished fourth In
|the Mid-American Conference.
Krlskl managed to take part
I of another award, as he and Dan
IT ernes, another Junior, werereIclplents of the honorary captains
I award. Ternes wrestled at 160.
Jim Noltlng received the coaIches' award.
Season record for most takedowns went to Ternes, who finished the year with 17. He had
a 10-3-2 mark over the season.
High point man on the squad

'Goffa Hurry To Get A Seat!'

Gary Roblnett beat Mike Weger
for the first time In the javelin
as he tossed the pole 176-11.
In the discus JlmReardon managed
to pull out a first.
Freshmen Bobby James and
Mick Allen both turned In good
showings, with James running a
9.9 100-yard dash and Allen a
15 flat effort In the hurdles.
So Toledo, as all other meets,
becomes a thing of the past, and
the coach and the team look to
future events which In this case Is
tomorrow.
The squad Is to be split between the OU Relays at Athens
and the "University of Michigan
Federation Meet.
This meet will give the squad
an opportunity to run the six mile
event before the MAC meet.
In the longest of the collegiate
races coach Mel Brodt will place
three men. Sekerak, who will go
In the three mile. Is to be followed by Parks and freshman Glen
Eppleston.
Parks, along with Ken Kelly,
Bob Knoll, and Talklngton will run
In the distance medley and the
two mile relay.
One of the surprise entries Is
Henry Williams who will be given
his first opportunity to see how
he can run outdoors.
Luckily the OU Relays are a
non- scoring type of contest, because It's hard to Imagine what
might happen to BG, a team already hurt by lnellglbllltles and
now crippled by Injuries.

Wrestlers Honored
W-estllng coach BruceBellard
announced his top grapplers for
the 1966-67 season last night
at the annual wrestling banquet.
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Golfers In 4-Team Tourney
Tomorrow the Bowling Green
golf team travels to Columbus to
participate In a quadrangular meet
with Miami, Ohio U, and Ohio
State.
The competition will be 36 boles
of medal play on the Scarlet
Course, the championship course
of Ohio State.
Based on previous competition
and qualifying rounds held last
weekend, golf coach Forrestc:reason, expects his team to be made
up of the following- Ron Whitehouse, one of the most consistent
men on the team; Mike McCullough; Tom Bohardt, Greg Monroe,
Norm Fisher and John AUdn.

Coach Creason thinks that the
difficulties facing the golf team in
the past two weekends will be
Ironed out with practice. "We've
had tough times In our last three
matches, but considering that
we've had only a few days of outside practice, we really have not
had bad showings. Our men have
Just begun to sharpen up thengames, and when they do, we will
be a tough team to beat."
Coach Creason, summing up the
competition this weekend, said
"Ohio State is one of those teams
which always end up high in the
ratings.
This year they have

a new coach, though, and I don't
know how strong they really are.
We'll Just have to wait and see.
"Regarding the other two teans,
I think It will be a real close
match. Although we were beaten
by Ohio U. last weekend; that
was on their course and on a
neutral course I think we can do
better," he said.
"Miami also will be closed competition. The Oxford team is one
of the most consistent in the MAC.
They are always up there on top,
but I think we are able to compete with them. All In all. It
should be a very Interesting weekend."

was Ted Clark, who wound up
the year with 55 points. Clark
wrestled in the 130 slot.

Netters Head
For Dayton
Bowling Green's tennis team
will get a chance to prove that
they aren't as bad as last Saturday's score (8-1) Indicated.
Tomorrow they travel to Dayton
to take on the Flyers In an independent match.
"Dayton Is an Independent and
therefore plays all types of teams
which should give them a good
background. We don't know too
much about Dayton this year so
I can't really say how they shape
up," said Dr. Robert Keefe, BG
tennis coach.
The next home match will be
next Friday when the Falcon
Netters meet the Broncos of
Western Michigan.

WELCOME

Zeta Beta Tau
AN OCEANIC SELECTION OF SLACKS

SECTION II
Convention
Delegat

Difficult requests cause not a ripple hereabouts, when concerned with slacks. As long as ihe desire is for fine traditional
styling and workmanship, the choice of colour and fabric is
downright oceanic. New slocks, wave upon wave, arc arriving.

Mk* traditional £««
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Baseball Team Travels To OU

Young Confident: 'We'll Win Both Games'
"We're gonna bring back a
couple of wins."
So says Dick Young, varsity
baseball coach, as he and his Falcons prepare for their second
straight weekend of stiff MAC
competition.
Last week It was a pair of
games with Western Michigan. BG
managed a split. Today at 2 p.m.,
the Falcons start a two-game
series at Ohio University.
Today's game will pit Bowling
Green's RUBS Jacques, currently
2-0 with a 1.30 E.R.A., against
Jerry McConnelL who has a 2.44
E.R.A. and a 4-0 record under
his belt.
Tomorrow Young plans to start
Bill Becker, and expects either
Fred Clubb or Bill Wooddell to

mm
g

maintains that the Cat's mound
corps will remain strong.
"They still have three awfully
good pitchers," he says. "Losing
a man like Murphy hurts, but they
have the rest of the staff back
and it's a good one."

take the mound for OU.
Backing up the Bobcat pitchers
will be the usual troop of good
Ohio hitters. Coach Bob Wren's
destruction crew has already
belted 13 home runs (to BG's
two) In the young campaign.
Top Individual honors go to a
pair of sophomores. Shortstop Rich
M cKlnney has a torrid .404 average
to his credit, plus six homers,
and 23 RBIs. Third basemanCralg
Shade Is the second leading hitter
with a .371 average.
"They're a real good hitting club," admits Young. "They go
for the long ball and for us that
could be bad. We have some
pitchers that throw the kind of
stuff they like."
Concerning their pitching, Young
concedes that the loss of their big
man from a year ago, Tom Murphy, didn't do them any good, but

By TOM MNE
Sporti Editor

Among those that Young terms
the top hurlers for Ohio are both
McConnel and Cluff, plus reliever
Bill Dlxon.
To counter the OU barrage.
Young figures to use the same
lineup that has netted BG a 9-4
overall mark.
Bob White will be leading off,
playing center field, with Roger
Doty catching and batting second.
Look for sophomore Eric Zlnsmelster to get the nod behind the
plate tomorrow.

Today's Starting Lineups

I

I

L

OHIO UNIVERSITY
Larry Merchant If
Bill Duncan rf
Rich McKinney ss
Mike Murphy lb
Jim Levero cf
Jim Workman 2b
Craig Shade 3b
Dick Duncan c
Jerry McConnel p

30WLING GREEN
Bob White, cf
Roger Doty c
Dan Godby rf
Bill Becker If
Ted Rose 3b
Jim Barry lb
Warren Baird 3b
Russ Hagerty ss
Russ Jacques p

1

■x

■:■:

:•:
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In right field will be Dan Godby, and In left, batting cleanup,
Bill Becker. Tomorrow when Becker pitches, Young Indicated he'll
go with either Tom Creekmore or
Jim Perry In left.
Batting fifth and playing third
base will be Bowling Green's top
hitter, Ted Rose, with a .405
average. Jim Barry should start
at first, Warren Baird at second
batting seventh, Russ Hagerty at
short, eighth, and J acques, pitching.
Tomorrow's contest begins at
3:30 p.m.

i
BILL BECKER, junior righthander, shows the
form he will display tomorrow as the Falcons
meet Ohio U. today and tomorrow in Athens.

Stickmen Looking For 4th Win
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer
The high flying Falcon lacrosse
team will open th» Hlxon Division
season tomorrow, hosting Ohio
Wesley an at 2 pjn. The visitors
have already opened their Divslon action in a contest against
Kenyon.
Although losing that match 9-6,
the Wesleyan stick team promises
to give the Falcons their best
battle to date. OWU is returning

from a disappointing 6-6 season,
boasting a 55-man squad. Falcon
coach Mickey Cochrane expects
Wesleyan to be deep in most areas
due to the large roster.
Included on the roster are 11
returning lettermen, three of whom
were all-midwest selections last
year. Veterans of the second team
are Tom Trumble (defense), Barney Apel (midfleld), and Barry
White (attack).
Last year the Falcons edged the
Ohio Wesleyan stickers by a 9-8

m argln and C hochr ane expects this
year's outcome to be equally close.
OWU's depth could be a big factor in the match.
The visitors will enter the encounter with a potent attack, paced
by sophomore veteran White.
Teammates JoeD" Antonio and John
Karasslk round out the powerful
unit. While White was the leader
last year. Falcon coach Cochrane
says, "D'Antonlo could be Just as
good if not better."
The Falcon coach also expects

»

Wesleyan to center Its offense
around Its three talented attackmen. "We have got to stop that
attack, especially Apel from his
midfleld position," warned Cochrane.
While the visitors have lost
goalie Roger Ginsberg, they have
found a good replacement In Tom
Harper. The rest of the defense
appears sound, led by Trumble.
"If they have any weaknesses,
they'd have to be on defense,"
commented Cochrane.
Ohio Wesleyan figures to be
deepest In the midfleld with three
units paced by veterans. The units
will choose from Apel. Dennis
O'ConnelL Dan Milton, Skip Hlnsley, Tom Vivyan, John Lowman,
C arl Helse, and Andy Bllllp.
The Falcons carry an Impressive 3-0 record Into the match
and an impressive set of statistics.
Bowling Green has racked up 38
goals in three matches to only 12

for the opposition. The game average Is 12.6 on offense and four
on defense.
Contributing heavily to the explosive attack is Pete FarrelL
heading a list of nine scorers,
with 11 goals. Terry Smith and
Bob Bartels back him up with five
each. The scoring Is well spread
out. Indicating the well-balanced
nature of the squad.
Another Impressive figure is
the total of 19 assists picked
up on the goals. Bartels leads the
way with six, while Smith is second
with four and John Boos third
with three .
Bowling Green Is shooting an
average of 47.3 times a game,
almost 12 more than the opponents.
Helping to hold down the defensive
figure is the tenacious Falcon defense and goalie Ed Heddrlck, who
Is averaging 19.6 saves per match.

■> Frosh Nine To Host Toledo
Bowling Green's freshman baseball team kicks off Its season
tomorrow at 1 pjn. when they
host Toledo's frosh In a doubleheader.
The game will be the first of
the season for both teams.
Although starting Falcon
pitchers have not yet been determined, indications are that any of
five hurlers could be working In
the two contests.
Ron Wellman, Tom Schweitzer,

Joe Chlrko, Bill Grlen and Larry
Cunsman have all been tabbed as
sure to see action.
Both games will be played on
the varsity diamond.

Think small at
BG ATTACKS in the Cleveland
Club game last Saturday. The
Falcon stickmen host Ohio WesLfyan University tomorrow at
2 p.m. BG has gotten off to an
excellent start, winning its first
three contests, all by impressive
scores.

Photos by
Jeff DeWolff

LONG STEMMED
ROSES
$5 Dozen

RECLINING
LOUNGE
ROCKER SEATS

N. MAIN and CLAY
352-2002 or 353-2802

ACRES OF

GIANT WAU TO WAU

FREE PARKING

1500 Secor Rd. Adjocent to Wettoof Shopping Area
iTOtfDO. OHIONow
Shswtag

Free Delivery

MYLES
FLOWERS

MEZZANINE
ART GAllER Y

CINERAMA
Sweeps You into a
Dramc of Speed
and Spectacle11

"GRAND PRIX"
Super Panavision and
Metro Color

C&IMA2

Nominated for 7
Academy Awards
James A. Michener's

"HAWAII"
Julie Andrews
Max Von Sydow

Tickets for both available at Signal Finance, S. Main St.

LOU LaRICHE, Inc.
Volkswagen
Service — Sales
920 Plaza, Findlay, Ohio
(opp. Ft. Findlay Village)
Phone - 422-6424

